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Abstract

In magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia, the magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) start oscilla-

tions when they are exposed to an alternating magnetic field, which may generate ultra-

sound waves. These resulting oscillations of nanoparticles can lead to the movement of drug

carrier liposomes. In this study, a multiphysics coupling model of magnetic nanoparticle

behavior in an alternating magnetic field was developed, implementing solid mechanics

compliance parameters and piezomagnetic coupling matrices. A detailed sensitivity study

was conducted to to examine the effects of size and elastic modulus of MNPs, distribution

and distance between two MNPs, elasticity and viscosity of the glycerol medium and mesh

element sizes on the output displacement signals of MNPs. The results indicated that mag-

netic nanoparticles undergo some displacements when they are exposed to an alternating

magnetic field. These oscillations may generate ultrasound waves, though the amount

of displacement for each nanoparticle is negligibly small. It is expected that aggregated

nanoparticles result in much higher oscillations.
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1. Introduction1

Magnetic hyperthermia is based on the use of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) to2

increase the temperature at the MNP-loaded target tissue. The procedure involves the3

dispersion of MNPs throughout the target tissue, while the MNPs absorb energy from the4

mangetic field and dissipate it in terms of heat to the target tissue [1]. Power absorption5

by MNPs under an alternating magnetic field is the source of heating properties used for6

magnetic hyperthermia. The basic mechanisms for power absorption are related with the7

relaxation of the magnetic moments within single-domain nanoparticles. The relaxation8

can occur by Neel relaxation between the hard and easy magnetization axes of the magnetic9

material and by physical rotation of the MNPs, if they are immersed in a carrier liquid10

(Brown relaxation) [2, 3].11

In the recent years, many experimental and numerical researches have been done in12

the field of magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia. Some studies have demonstrated cancer13

cell death due to the increased temperature at the target tissue [4, 5], while there are some14

more studies which have demonstrated the possibility of cell death without increasing the15

temperature [2, 6, 7]. It is believed that additional mechanisms are involved in triggering16

cell death. When magnetic nanoparticles are exposed to the alternating magnetic field,17

they start oscillations which can generate ultrasound waves [8]. This effect could permit18

to generate ultrasound in cells which have internalized magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs).19

The induced ultrasound may be effective in killing the cancer cells of a tumor [8]. These20

resulting oscillations of nanoparticles may lead to the movement of drug carrier liposomes,21

which can be very useful for an efficient targeting in drug delivery. This approach could22

be used in combination with all conventional treatments, e.g., chemo- and radiotherapy23

[9]. The potential outcome of this hypothesis could include novel sensing and therapeutic24

strategies like mechanical intracellular actuation, new imaging protocols, and selective25

biomolecular detection.26

Theoretically, the effect of ultrasound generation is maximized a static magnetic27

field is superimposed on an alternating one. Carrey et al. proposed for the first time,28

that superposition of an alternating and a static magnetic field is a promising way to29

result in a generation of ultrasound of 100KHz of frequency in this case. This effect could30

generate ultrasound stimulation in cells, which may support a efficient targeting in drug31

delivery and therapy with the same level of energy (Equation 1) [8]. The next equation32
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describes the relationship between magnetic maximum gradient, mechanical velocity and33

peak-to-peak amplitude of the oscillation for a single nanoparticle in an in vitro set up:34  vstat = VM∇Bmax
6πηR

d = vstat
4f

(1)

where vstat is stationary velocity [m/s], V is the volume of nanoparticle [m3], M is the35

nanoparticle magnetization [A/m] (A, ampere), ∇B is the magnetic gradient [T/m] (T ,36

tesla), η is the viscosity of medium [Pa · s], R is the radius of nanoparticle [m], d is the37

peak to peak amplitude of the displacement [m] and f is the applied frequency [kHz].38

Numerous studies focused on the numerical methods for the optimization of treat-39

ment parameters. A first group of them solves the magneto-thermal field separately, of-40

fering useful conclusions [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Candeo et al. [11] developed a numerical41

finite element magnetic fluid hyperthermia model of abdomen district using anatomical42

CT images. He concluded that the main parameters to critically influence the heating43

effects are; radius and volume concentration of MNPs, the frequency and magnitude of44

the applied magnetic field. Wu et al. [16] employed the power density obtained from45

electromagnetic field simulation as a heat source into Penne’s bio-heat transfer equation.46

His results indicated that the magnetic field generated by the Helmholtz coil can effect-47

ively heat target tissues without collateral tissue damage. However, there are not enough48

modellizations that incorporates the magnetic and thermal fields together in a single cal-49

culation to monitor the heating distribution in tumors. For example, Li et al. developed a50

multiphysics coupling model of magnetic fluid hyperthermia to solve the magnetic losses51

of magnetic nanoparticles [17]. They proposed to adopt a higher range of field amplitude,52

nanoparticle radius and volume fraction at a lower frequency to provide a therapeutic53

effect for deep tumors.54

In magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia the maximum damage to the tumor must55

be insured, while protecting the normal tissue. Hence, an optimized algorithm is needed56

to determine the induced heating patterns. Salloum et al. developed the optimization57

algorithm to determine the optimum parameters of the heat sources for nanoparticle in-58

jection site [18, 10]. Moreover, parameters relating to the nanoparticle concentration,59

injection amount and rate should be also optimized.60

The search for more effective and reliable nanomaterials is one of the main goals61

in biomedicine. Therapeutic applications rely on such nanosystems (e.g., nanoparticles)62
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to achieve localized drug release, therefore decreasing the systemic toxicity that many63

therapeutic drugs have on patients [19]. An advantage is that, if properly designed, these64

nanosystems can be remotely triggered for drug release, providing spatial and temporal65

control of the administered doses. A major part of these efforts is based on electromagnetic66

and ultrasonic waves as the external stimuli to actuate the nanosystems, where the study67

of the magneto-mechanical coupling is more relevant than the magneto-thermal one. Mag-68

netic nanoparticles (MNPs) and liposomes are the archetypes of nanosystems triggered by69

electromagnetic and ultrasonic waves, respectively. Indeed, for numerous types of medical70

diagnosis the safest, fastest and least expensive methods for scanning are the magnetic71

resonance imaging (MRI) using radiofrequency, and echography based on ultrasound (US).72

Both techniques sometimes require the use of contrast agents to improve image quality,73

and therefore the clinical market has already approved different types of MNP-based col-74

loids (EndoremR, NanoThermR) [20] and liposomes (SonoVueR; SonaZoidR) [21] for this75

purpose. On the other hand, the clinically available materials are known to be still sub-76

optimal regarding their efficiency and responsiveness to external waves and, accordingly,77

basic research on these nanosystems is presently oriented to establish the actual limits for78

their performance.79

Liposomes have been used for delivering therapeutic and diagnostic agents to tu-80

mors [22], and there are currently different types available, some passive, some others de-81

signed for ultrasound-mediated drug release [23]. In the passive version, the release mech-82

anisms of drugs contained into liposomes occurs by drug diffusion through the lipid bilayer83

and/or slow degradation of the lipid bilayer itself. The formulations for US-mediated84

release constitute a more flexible therapeutic approach, for example by formulating lipo-85

somes with temperature-sensitive phospholipid bilayers [24, 25] that can be disrupted upon86

US-induced mild hyperthermia (40-42◦C) to release the loaded drug.87

Ultrasound-triggered drug-loaded microbubbles have the great potential in locally88

drug release and enhanced delivery to the target tissue. Roovers et al. showed that89

upon applying ultrasound, nanoparticle-loaded microbubbles can deposit nanoparticles90

onto cells, entitled sonoprinting [26]. They revealed that sonoprinting can also occur in91

more complex tissues, like monospheroids and cospheroids, resulting in a significant reduc-92

tion in cell viability. Hence, some studies have proposed the use of permanent implanted93

magnets instead of external magnetic field application in the target organ. Pacheo et94

al. implemented a more promising and effective technique to attract the carbon-coated95
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iron nanoparticles exposed to an implanted magnetic field [27, 28]. This technique leads96

to the release of drug at the tumor region more efficiently than application of external97

magnetic field. Escribano et al. investigated the in-vivo bio-distribution of carbon-coated98

iron nanoparticles in mice bearing an inflammatory focus exposed to magnetic field in-99

duced by a magnetic implant [29]. They indicated that mice with inflammatory regions100

are good alternatives in nanoparticle screening. Furthermore, they showed that selective101

bio-distribution in the target organ was increased when a low dose of nanoparticles was102

used.103

Concerning the computational developements of this kind of applications to gen-104

erate ultrasound from a magnetic field, Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations have105

been traditionally used to determine the magnetostatic interparticle forces and yield stress106

of the concentrated magneto-rheological fluids. In this procedure, the deformation of the107

particle lattice is measured in terms of elongation and rotation. This approach allows to108

solve the magnetostatic problem into an axisymmetric condition, which will result in lower109

computational costs in magnetic nanoparticle simulations [30, 31].110

But the authors have not found any literature reference where magneto-mechanical111

multiphysics coupling for nanoparticle system is simulated. For this reasons, and according112

to the previous motivation in the present study, a multiphysics coupling model of magnetic113

nanoparticles behavior was performed. The main long term objective is to monitor the114

induced displacement signals and ultrasound generation exposed to an alternating mag-115

netic field. This novel model will enable to solve the problems in magnetic nanoparticle116

hyperthermia considering the interaction between solid mechanics compliance parameters117

and piezomagnetic coupling matrices. So, the first target presented in this paper is to118

generate a model and implement it computationally, assuring certain coherent behaviour119

through some tests like a sensitivity analysis of the response to the variation of the model120

parameters.121

This paper consists of a theoretical first part to present the multiphysics models,122

a second part describing the computational implementation to a particular case subject123

to be used in experiments and proposing a sensitivity analysis of the model parameters.124

Following, the results are described to end with a section with discussion and conclusions.125
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2. Theory126

Magnetostriction describes the variation in dimensions of a material due to a127

change in its magnetization [32, 33]. The multiphysics constitutive equations are de-128

scribed in this section in the mechanical and magnetic field stress form. Hence, it would129

be necessary to implement the piezo-magnetic properties of magnetic nanoparticles to130

solve the equations in magnetic hyperthermia.131

2.1. Linear Multiphysics Model132

The magnetostriction has a nonlinear dependence on the magnetic field and the133

mechanical stress in the material. However, the effect can be modeled using linear coupled134

constitutive equations if the response of the material consists of small deviations around135

an operating point. It is possible to express the relation between the stress S tensor,136

infinitesimal strain tensor ε, magnetic field vector H, and magnetic flux density vector B137

in either [34, 35] a stress-magnetization form,138  S = CH · ε− eTHS ·H

B = eHS · ε+ µ0 · µrs ·H
(2)

or strain-magnetization form,139  ε = SH · S + dTHT ·H

B = dHT · S + µ0 · µrT ·H
(3)

where S is the stress [Pa], ε is the strain (adimensional), B is the magnetic flux density140

[T ] (Tesla), H is the magnetic field [A/m] (A, ampere), CH and SH are the stiffness and141

compliance matrices measured at constant magnetic field, respectively ([Pa], [1/Pa]). The142

eHS and dHT are the piezo-magnetic coupling matrices ([T ], [m/A]), µ0 is the magnetic143

permeability of free space [N/A2] (N, newton), µrs and µrT are the relative magnetic144

permeability measured at constant strain and stress (adimensional), respectively.145

A partially nonlinear variant of the model can be explored, only considering the146

constitutive mechanical nonlinearity. This means to exchange the mechanical linear part of147

the equations CH ·ε (or SH ·S) by a nonlinear stress-strain relation. In the nonlinear case,148

the infinitesimal strain tensor ε is substituted in the constitutive equation by the Green-149

Lagrange finite strain tensor E and the stress tensor will be the second Piola-Kirchhoff150
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stress tensor. In this research, as there is an interest in incompressible hyperelastic mater-151

ials (presented later), special focus will be done in Mooney-Rivlin materials, applying the152

following three-parameter generalized Rivlin model [36, 37, 38], which expressed in terms153

of mechanical deformation energy W is,154

W = A10(I1C − 3) +A01(I2C − 3) +A11(I1C − 3)(I2C − 3) (4)

where A10 and A01 are the mechanical parameters of the linear terms and A11 of the155

nonlinear term. I1C and I2C are the first and second principal invariants of the right156

Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C [39], being the third invariant I3C = 1 for these157

incompressible materials.158

The Green-Lagrange strain tensor E is related to the right Cauchy-Green tensor159

C through the simple relation C = 2E + I. Consequently, the first and second principal160

invariants I1 and I2 of E are I1C = 2I1 + 3 and I2C = 2I2 + 3 [39]. So, the energy in terms161

of the tensor E remains,162

W = 2A10I1 + 2A01I2 + 4A11I1I2 (5)

The derivative of the energy W respect E results in the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress163

tensor S [40],164

S =
1

2

∂W

∂E
= A10I +A01I1I −A01E + 2A11I

2
1I − 2A11I1E (6)

with I the unity tensor, ∂I1
∂E = I and ∂I2

∂E = I1I −E [40]. The right part of this expression165

should be inserted in the constitutive relation instead of the term CH · ε .166

2.2. Finite Element Formulation167

The governing discretized equation of motion of the system is written in the form168

(Equation 7 and 8).169

M · ∂2
t U +K · U = F (t) (7)

Ua =


Ua1

Ua2

Ua3

φa

 (8)

where U and ∂2
t U are the displacement and acceleration vectors including the three com-170

ponents of the displacements Uai and the magnetic degree of freedom φa, both associated171
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to a node a of the spatial mesh, respectively, M is the mass matrix, K is the stiffness172

matrix and F (t) is the time history of the applied load [41, 42].173

The global stiffness matrix of the element can be expressed as (Equation 9):174

K =

∫
V
C(e)T ·D · C(e) · dV (9)

where D is the elasticity matrix that transforms effective strains to stresses including

the magnetic field coupling at every point of the domain. The strain magnetization-

magnetostriction model implemented in this study is as described below (Equation 10)

[41].

ε11

ε22

ε33

ε12

ε13

ε23

B1

B2

B3



=



SH11 SH12 SH13 0 0 0 0 0 d31

SH12 SH11 SH13 0 0 0 0 0 d31

SH13 SH13 SH33 0 0 0 0 0 d33

0 0 1 SH44 0 0 0 d15 0

0 0 1 0 SH44 0 d15 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 2(SH11 − SH12) 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 d15 0 µ0µ11 0 0

0 0 0 d15 0 0 0 µ0µ11 0

d31 d31 d33 0 0 0 0 0 µ0µ11





S11

S22

S33

S12

S13

S23

H1

H2

H3


(10)

C(e) =



Na
,1 0 0 0

0 Na
,2 0 0

0 0 Na
,3 0

Na
,2 Na

,1 0 0

Na
,3 0 Na

,1 0

0 Na
,3 Na

,2 0

0 0 0 Na
,1

0 0 0 Na
,2

0 0 0 Na
,3



(11)

where C(e) is the strain?displacement matrix of the element (e) of the spatial mesh, and175

the superscript T denotes the transpose operator, being Na
,i , i = 1, 2, 3 the shape functions176

defined for each type of element (Equation 11).177
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3. Case study and computational implementation178

The computational implementation has been performed considering an experiment179

that will follow this study. A magnetic field is created with a coil inside a cylindrical180

glycerol mass in which three ferromagnetic nanoparticles are embedded and distributed181

in its central axis. The numerical tool selected for solving the response of the model is182

the Finite Element Method (FEM) by using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.6. Given the radial183

symmetry, the 3-D simulation will be obtained by revolution of the 2-D results of the184

computation. Therefore, a plane mesh formed by 3-node triangular finite elements was185

chosen, with 4 degrees of freedom per node, as it is described in Equation 11.186

3.1. Geometry Design187

Figure 1 (left) show the radial section of the setup (rZ plane, a domain of 30x40188

cm) where it can be observed a water base (30x10 cm basexheight), on which it is resting189

half section of the glycerol cylinder (4x7 cm) being the cylinder’s axis on the Z axis, both190

located at the left limit of the domain. Surrounding the glycerol and water mass there191

is air (30x30 cm). A three-turn circular coil, considered as a solenoid, is � 25 cm with192

a � 2 cm conductor’s section. The symmetry axes of the coil, of the glycerol cylinder193

and Z are coinciding in space and located in the left margin of the domain. Finally,194

three semi-circular ferromagnetic nanoparticles (� 100 nm, magnified in size to allow195

observation in the figure) are separated 2 cm one each other and located on the axis of the196

glycerol container. The particle in the middle is at the center of the container height. The197

figure presents all the geometrical distances in centimetres. The size of the nanoparticles198

is magnified in the figure. The nanoparticles get a spherical shape by completing the199

rotation of the section rZ around Z to get the 3-D case (see Figure 1 right).200
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Figure 1: (left) 2D geometrical sketch of the indicating materials and dicase containing air, water, a

three-turn coil, a glycerol container and three (magnified) magnetic nanoparticles located in the center

and corners of the glycerol axis (right) 3D model by axymetric revolution of the 2D case.

Figure 2: 2D meshed domain with triangular elements at different sizes.

The boundary conditions are selected as the simplest case that implies that the201

magnetic flux density is null all over the boundary. The lack of vertical symmetry between202

the coil and the boundary will help to confirm that the computation is correct by observing203

the asymmetry of the results.204

3.2. Mesh Definition205

The 2D model was meshed with triangular elements (Figure 2). Considering a206

normal mesh size, around 8342 domain elements and 630 boundary elements were created.207

It can be observed the smaller element size around the coils and the nanoparticles. The208
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mesh is automatically created by COMSOL software which considers the dimensions of209

the elements in the domain.210

3.3. Material Properties211

In the current research, the magnetostrictive linear model was considered in strain212

magnetization constitutive form for the magnetic nanoparticles. The material properties213

of nanoparticles were assumed the same as Magnetite but with Cobalt Ferrite (CoFe2O4)214

piezomagnetic properties, which exhibits the largest magnetostriction, embedded in a gly-215

cerol domain [43]. The compliance matrix was considered for description of the elasticity of216

the nanoparticles, while the piezomagnetic coupling matrices were introduced to simulate217

the magnetostrictive behavior of nanoparticles [44] (Table 1).218

Material Properties Magnitude

Compliance Coefficient S11 [1/GPa] 1/286

Compliance Coefficient S12 [1/GPa] 1/173

Compliance Coefficient S13 [1/GPa] 1/170

Compliance Coefficient S33 [1/GPa] 1/269.5

Compliance Coefficient S44 [1/GPa] 1/45.3

Piezo-magnetic Coefficient d15 [m/A] 550

Piezo-magnetic Coefficient d31 [m/A] 580.3

Piezo-magnetic Coefficient d33 [m/A] 699.7

Relative Permeability µ11 2.5

Relative Permittivity ε 8

Electrical Conductivity σ [S/m] 10−3

Table 1: Material properties introduced to the Magnetite nanoparticles with Cobalt Ferrite piezomagnetic

properties [45].

3.4. Excitation and time discretization219

It has been shown that in an alternating magnetic field of frequency f , due to the al-220

ternating gradient, magnetic nanoparticles oscillate mechanically and generate ultrasound221

waves. Hence, in this study a sinusoidal function with a current amplitude intensity of222

200 Amperes at the frequency of f = 105 Hz (T = 10 µs) was applied (Equation 11).223

I = 200 · sin(2π · 105 · t) (12)
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A sampling frequency fs = 200kHz, twice the frequency of the excitation, would224

match the minimum Nyquist criterion. But in order to capture some nonlinear effects225

of 2nd or even 3rd harmonics, a sampling frequency of fs = 10f = 1MHz is chosen,226

considering that 5th harmonics effects will be included. The time domain is established227

as 500 cycles of the excitation frequency, yielding 5 ms.228

3.5. Sensitivity Analysis229

A range of independent model and material parameters were changed to see how230

the displacement results are consequently affected. The main parameters that were in-231

vestigated are shown in Table 2 indicating the range of variation of the parameter ([first,232

last] values), the sampling interval, and the number of samples in the range.233

Parameters Range Interval Samples

Elastic Modulus of MNPs [GPa] [150, 250] 10 11

Radius of MNPs [nm] [50, 200] 10 16

Distance between MNPs [mm] [0, 6] 1 7

Elastic modulus of Glycerol [kPa] [1, 151] 10 16

Viscosity of Glycerol [Pa · s] [1, 5] 1 5

Maximum Mesh element size [mm] 2.12, 2.68, 4 3

Table 2: Sampling ranges and intervals of the model and material parameters for the sensitivity study of

the particle’s displacement. The mesh size directly shows the 3 tested values

.

4. Results234

The results will be presented in the following way: first, some basic and trivial235

results to check that everything works as expected; checking that the distributions of236

magnetic flux density, stress and displacements present no evident strange behaviour, as237

well as the confirmation of diplacements in the magnetic nanoparticles. As a second part,238

the results of the sensibility analysis will be presented. These two previous parts are239

performed with the linear model, so that in a last third part the computations with the240

mechanical nonlinear model are described.241

Innitially, the computation of the magnetic flux distribution has been tested on242
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a case very simple case; only a coil in air without glycerol, nanoparticles, and the water243

eliminated from the domain so that the coil is supported on the lower boundary. Figure 3a244

shows the vertical asymmetry of the magnetic flux distribution due to asymmetric position245

of the coil related to the boundary. No anomalies are apparent in the results.246

Figure 3b show the results of the 3D revolved model of the case under study with247

the three assumed nanoparticles, located on the top, center and bottom of the glycerol248

container. The magnetic flux density was induced in the whole domain with the peak249

of the magnetic flux density is around coil and in lower magnitude in the space inside.250

Initially, the magnetic flux density seems to be correctly computed.251

(a) A coil in air. Amplitude and field lines. (b) Case of study. Maximum amplitude distribution.

Figure 3: Computations of the magnetic flux density distribution.

The next step is to check that the induced magnetic flux density is able to generate252

mechanical stress, so that the magneto-mechanical coupling is computed. Figure 4a shows253

the vertical component of the stress σZZ , where the higher absolute values appear around254

the coils in slight yellow color. Significant deformation is also observed in the area of the255

coils in Figure 4b, higher at the bottom coil and lower at the upper one. This is due to the256

higher gradient of the magnetic induction at the bottom. This information of the figures257

means that a magneto-mechanical coupling is being computed and the results seem to be258

coherent.259
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(a) Z-Stress distribution σZZ (Pa) (b) Z-Strain distribution εZZ

Figure 4: Mechanical effect of the coupling.

Concerning the mechanical effects at the magnetic nanoparticles, their stresses and260

strains cannot be observed in the previous figures, because its lower order of magnitude in261

amplitude compared to the points around the coils. But the results indicate that the three262

nanoparticles underwent displacements of a magnitude in the order of 10−12 m (Figure263

5a). The output signal showed different displacement trends in Z-axis, but within the264

same order of magnitude for the three nanoparticles. The initial time of the Z component265

of the displacement, equivalent to two excitation periods (20µs) is showed in Figure 5b.266

The particles present a component of oscillation around the excitation frequency that is267

superimposed on the previous one and is several orders of magnitude lower.268
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Figure 5: (a) Component Z of the displacement of the three nanoparticles: orange line=bottom, red

line=middle and blue line=top (b) First two cycles of the displacements in Z of the three nanoparticles:

orange line=bottom, red line=middle and blue line=top.

Additional tests have been made, where (a) the magnetic features of the three269

nanoparticles has been removed, leading to null displacements, and (b) only the magnetic270
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features of the center particle are maintained, resulting in a displacement shown in Figure271

6, a different signal than that with 3 magnetic nanoparticles. This means that the presence272

of the the top and bottom nanoparticles modify the displacement of the center particle.273
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Figure 6: The Z-component of the displacement of the magnetic nanoparticle in the center, removing the

magnetic features of the top and bottom nanoparticles.

The results of the sensitivity analysis revealed the fact that the magnitude of the274

displacements induced is not dependent to the elastic modulus of the magnetic nano-275

particles, viscosity of glycerol medium and the mesh element size. The distance between276

the two magnetic nanoparticles was found to have an effect on the magnitude of the dis-277

placements. The highest Maximum magnitude of Z-axis displacement was found when278

the two nanoparticles were 5 mm away from each other, in a 7 mm glycerol container279

(Table 3). The size of the nanoparticles were also found to have an effect on the induced280

displacement signals of magnetic nanoparticles, within the range of 50-200 nm (Figure 7).281
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Distance between two MNPs [m] Maximum Magnitude of Displacement [m]

h = 0 1.788 · 10−11

h = 1 · 10−3 1.788 · 10−11

h = 2 · 10−3 1.788 · 10−11

h = 3 · 10−3 1.787 · 10−11

h = 4 · 10−3 1.734 · 10−11

h = 5 · 10−3 1.828 · 10−11

h = 6 · 10−3 1.787 · 10−11

Table 3: Sensitivity Analysis of the displacement results to the distance between the two magnetic nano-

particles at 500 cycles of excitation in Z-direction.
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(a) Particle radii R = 50 nm.
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(b) R = 100 nm.
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(c) R = 150 nm.
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(d) R = 200 nm.

Figure 7: The Z-component displacement of the three nanoparticles varying their size (radius); or-

ange=bottom, red=middle and blue=top.

A wide range of elasticity and viscosity parameters were chosen for the glycerol,282

which enabled us to monitor the sensitivity of the displacement signals of magnetic nan-283
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oparticles to the viscoelasticity of the medium. The amplitude and frequency of the284

displacement signals were affected by the change in the elastic properties of the glycerol,285

not to the viscosity (Figure 8).286
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(a) E=3 KPa, η=0 Pa.s
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(b) E=10 KPa, η=0 Pa.s
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(c) E=75 KPa, η=0 Pa.s
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(d) E=75 KPa, η=5 Pa.s
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(e) E=150 KPa, η=0 Pa.s
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(f) E=150 KPa, η=5 Pa.s

Figure 8: Component Z of displacement of the nanoparticles in the glycerol medium varying the elasticity

and viscosity coefficients; orange line=bottom, red line=middle and blue line=top

The generalized Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic models were introduced to the gly-287
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cerol medium and the displacement signals of magnetic nanoparticles were extracted.The288

three Mooney-Rivlin models were chosen based on the three different gel concentrations289

at different modes of deformation [36]. The results showed that magnetic nanoparticle290

displacement signals are not dependent to different Mooney-Rivlin model coefficients at291

different modes of deformation and gel concentrations of glycerol medium (Table 4).292

Mode of Deformation Gel Concentration [%w/v]A10 [KPa]A01 [KPa]A11 [KPa]

Compression

1.5 -67.67 81.81 -32.44

2.5 21.01 23.69 -15.15

4 -252.72 320.94 -120.03

Tension

1.5 17.17 15.28 343.74

2.5 -51.52 122.86 609.71

4 -176.02 327.73 744.29

Comp.+Tension

1.5 93.88 -66.26 35.89

2.5 246.90 -184.83 89.22

4 430.61 -307.44 180.44

Comp.+Tension+Shear

1.5 83.14 -56.43 31.39

2.5 203.47 -145.26 71.26

4 415.17 -293.74 175.62

Table 4: The generalized Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic model coefficients introduced to the glycerol me-

dium [36].

5. Discussion & Conclusion293

In the present study, a multiphysics coupling model of magnetic nanoparticle beha-294

vior was developed, implementing solid mechanics compliance matrix and piezomagnetic295

coupling matrices. The oscillation of the nanoparticles is due to the alternating magnetic296

field. The results revealed that the assumed nanoparticles at different locations may have297

similar behavior at the same order of magnitude of displacements. The results of the298

displacement graph along the vertical Z-axis, showed that the nanoparticles drift upward299

after some initial oscillations. The assumed nanoparticle at the bottom of the glycerol300

container underwent oscillations with the highest amplitude induced by a magnetic force301

repelling it from the locations. This phenomenon could be due to the maximum magnetic302

flux gradient in the domain as the magnetic flux density arrays converge on the bottom303
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and diverge on top of the container. The displacement graphs in Z-direction did not show304

any significant changes in the behavior and magnitude of displacements for the assumed305

nanoparticles.306

Moreover, the model was modified by comparing the displacement signals for the307

two cases; with one central MNP and the other with three MNPs on the top, bottom and308

in the center of the glycerol medium. The results modified the fact that the magnitude309

of displacements would increase by increasing the number of the nanoparticles, while the310

signal behavior didn’t differ for the two models. This change could be attributed to the311

magnetization effect, as a result of piezomagnetic properties, which can induce higher312

stress by increasing the number of the magnetic nanoparticles.313

The results of the sensitivity analysis indicated that the displacement signals may314

be affected by some geometric or material parameters in the model. The distance between315

the two magnetic nanoparticles changed some characteristics of the displacement signals.316

This effect was found to result in the maximum displacement when the two magnetic nano-317

particles were located 5 millimeters away one another, one on the top and the other on the318

bottom of the glycerol container. This distance seems to be far enough for the maximum319

magnetization effect between the two magnetic nanoparticles. The magnetization effect320

can also be related to the induced wave length of the magnetic nanoparticle displacement321

signals. In addition, the size of the magnetic nanoparticle was found to change the amp-322

litude of the displacement signals, which had been proved theoretically (Equation 1) [8].323

Hence, an increase in the radius of magnetic nanoparticles resulted in an increase in the324

amplitude of the displacement signals, while the elastic modulus of the nanoparticles and325

the mesh element size did not show any effect on the displacement signals.326

Moreover, the elastic properties of the glycerol medium found to have an effect on327

the amplitude and frequency of the nanoparticle displacement signals. The results revealed328

that by increasing the elasticity of the glycerol, the frequency of the nanoparticle displace-329

ment signals increased, while a decrease in the amplitude was observed. Consequently,330

the magnetic nanoparticles were found to undergo displacements at a wide range of fre-331

quency from 100 Hz to 600 Hz for different elastic modulus of glycerol from 3 KPa to 150332

KPa. Unlikely, The viscosity of the glycerol didn’t change any parameter in the displace-333

ment signals of the magnetic nanoparticles. Similarly, The results showed that magnetic334

nanoparticle displacement signals are not dependent on different Mooney-Rivlin model335
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coefficients at different modes of deformation and gel concentrations of glycerol medium.336

The results revealed that the magnetic nanoparticles undergo some displacements337

when they are exposed to an alternating magnetic field. These oscillations can lead to338

ultrasound generation [8], though, the amplitude of displacement signal for each nano-339

particle is negligibly small. It is expected that aggregated nanoparticles result in much340

higher oscillations which can be very useful for an efficient targeting in drug delivery. It341

could also permit for ultrasound therapy at the cell level, in cells which have internalized342

magnetic nanoparticles.343

The main limitation of this study was the difficulty in the accurate modelling of344

the number of magnetic nanoparticles within the hydrogel medium, compared to the ex-345

perimental setup, which constrained the results for direct clinical applications. Moreover,346

for the revolution, only nanoparticles were constrained at definite locations along the347

vertical Z-axis. This assumption was a simplicity to model the random distribution of348

nanoparticles within the medium.349

In conclusion, an optimized modellization of three magnetic nanoparticles exposed350

to an alternating magnetic field may result in ultrasound generation in 3D. This phe-351

nomenon may lead to a more efficient targeting in drug delivery or inducing a change in352

pathological cells without increase in the temperature.353
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